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Cypris larvae of the barnacle Semibalanus balanoides leave proteinaceous
footprints on surfaces during pre-settlement exploration. These footprints are
considered to mediate temporary adhesion of cyprids to substrata and, as such,
represent a crucial first step in the colonization of man-made surfaces by barnacles,
a process known as biofouling. Interest in this system also stems from the potential
for a synthetic reversible adhesion system, based on the strategy used by cyprids.
Cyprid footprints were probed using atomic force microscopy (AFM) and nanome-
chanical data relating to interfacial adhesion forces were correlated with AFM
tip chemistry. Commercial Si3N4-tips and chemically functionalized CH3-tips were
chosen to mimic the interactions of cyprid footprints with hydrophilic and hydro-
phobic surfaces, respectively. Force-extension curves of protein bundles picked up
by AFM tips exhibited a characteristic saw-tooth appearance for both types of tip,
but demonstrated clear differences relating to pull-off force and pull-off length,
based on tip chemistry. Additional (�6nN) interfacial adhesion forces between
�CH3 functionalized tips and footprints were assigned to hydrophobic interactions.
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Footprint proteins adhered with greater tenacity to the hydrophobic tip. This may
suggest conformational change and denaturing of the protein which would
facilitate hydrophobic interaction by enhancing contact forces between �CH3

functionalized tips and hydrophobic groups in the footprint molecule(s). Neither
tip removed proteins from the �NH2 substratum suggesting that specific chemical
interactions, rather than simple wetting phenomena, govern the adhesion of
footprint proteins to that surface.

Keywords: Antifouling; Atomic force microscopy (AFM); Barnacle; Cyprid; Fouling;
Semibalanus balanoides; Temporary adhesion

INTRODUCTION

For decades, the incentive to research barnacles and their adhesion
has stemmed from their role as important biofouling organisms [1].
The accumulation of fouling on the hulls of ships has the principal
effect of increasing surface roughness and, therefore, increasing
hydrodynamic drag [2]. Depending on the affected structure, other
effects enhanced are corrosion [3], increased greenhouse gas emissions
[4], reduced propulsion efficiency, and increased fuel costs (by up to
86%) [2]. There is an alternate perspective, however, that has been
less well explored in the literature. Barnacles are also of interest to
those who wish to exploit their adhesives commercially [5]. In this
regard, the cypris larva of barnacles, which has adhesives that are dis-
crete from those of the adult, has received surprisingly little attention.

The cyprid is the seventh and final larval stage in the life cycle of
thoracican barnacles and is responsible for surface exploration,
surface selection, and settlement [6,7]. Cyprids are capable of rapidly
reversible adhesion to immersed surfaces, a process referred to usually
as ‘‘temporary adhesion’’. Temporary adhesion is used during the
initial exploration of surfaces by a cyprid in order to identify surfaces
that meet the requirements for settlement [8]. Using two specialized
antennules, bearing sensory structures [9] and terminated in an adhe-
sive disc [10], cyprids walk across surfaces in a bi-pedal fashion and at
a maximum rate of two body lengths per second [7]. During surface
exploration, ‘‘footprints’’ of a glycoproteinaceous material are depos-
ited and this material has an assumed role in the temporary adhesion
of the organism, in some cases being termed ‘‘temporary adhesive’’ [8]
although its role as such has never been firmly established [8]. Once
the cyprid commits to settlement, a rapidly curing permanent cement
[11] is secreted through the antennules, embedding them and fixing
the cyprid permanently to the surface. The permanent cement, which
is not discussed any further in this study, is thought to differ in
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composition and function to both the footprint material and the adult
barnacle cement [7,12]. Metamorphosis from a settled cyprid to a
juvenile barnacle is then completed within a matter of hours.

Understanding the temporary adhesion of barnacle cyprids would
be a useful step towards the development of biomimetic adhesives that
are capable of functioning underwater—an area of adhesion science
that has, historically, proven to be a problem area [13]. Footprints
deposited onto surfaces by cyprids have two interfaces, namely, the
protein–substratum interface and the protein–seawater interface;
the latter of which is in contact with the cyprid antennular disc during
adhesion [7]. This system, therefore, provides a rare model for
studying the properties and composition of a reversible adhesion
system that has evolved to function in a liquid medium. The present
study concentrates on the footprint material of cyprids and builds on
information presented in recent publications [14–16]. We explore,
using atomic force microscopy (AFM)-based molecular force spectro-
scopy, the adherence of the footprint material to AFM tips bearing
two different wettabilities, either hydrophilic or hydrophobic.

AFM is conceptually an uncomplicated but versatile technique [17].
In its most simple application, AFM employs a sharp probe to image
surface topology on the micro-=nano-scale. Most commonly, the sur-
face of interest is raster scanned in relation to a static tip—a process
controlled by electronic feedback. Reflection of a laser beam from the
AFM tip is detected and this information can be interpreted into x,
y, and z data allowing real-time compilation of high-resolution three-
dimensional topological maps. Force-distance interactions between
the tip and the surface can also be measured to high sensitivity,
providing that the spring constant of the cantilever (onto which the
tip is mounted) is known. The advantages of AFM over other micro-
scopic techniques have been exploited previously to measure surface
topology of samples in three dimensions [18,19], surface physical=
chemical properties [20,21], and physical properties of (bio)macro-
molecules at the nano-scale and in different environments [22–39].
For homogeneous protein films, single protein chains can be
stretched and force-extension curves can be measured quantita-
tively (for a recent review see, e.g., Ref. [40]), although for native
biological samples it is almost inevitable that numerous protein
chains will be pulled simultaneously. There is, however, growing
interest in using AFM-based techniques to measure the mechanical
properties of macromolecules in singulo, so as to study the static
and dynamic molecular properties of engineered proteins, measure
specific antigen-antibody interactions, and determine the energy
dissipation associated with bond rupturing [24–30]. In addition,
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the surface of the AFM tip can be tailored by chemical functionalization
for applications that require experimentation using specific chemical
end-groups. Chemical force microscopy (CFM) uses tips with different
chemistries, produced through covalent attachment of thin mono-
layers of alkane-silanes or alkane-thiols [31–39].

Throughout their development, the above techniques have been used
extensively to study the complex nanomechanical properties of natural
bio-materials. For example, measurement of the modulus of algal adhe-
sives [41,42], the energy dissipation mechanisms of spider silk [43–45],
and single modular protein unfolding in diatom mucilage [46–50]. By
studying the energy dissipation mechanisms of different bioadhesives,
Smith et al. [51] proposed that the toughness present in most bioadhe-
sives originates from the repetitive breaking of intermediate ‘‘sacrificial
bonds’’ that prevent severe damage to the central protein backbone under
stress [51–53]. The incorporation of sacrificial bonds in bioadhesives cre-
ates a resilient system capable of dissipating large amounts of energy.

Here, cyprids were encouraged to explore and deposit footprints onto
–NH2 terminated glass—a surface that exhibits a high degree of
footprint protein retention. Footprints of S. balanoides (Fig. 1A and
B) have been observed previously on –NH2 functionalized glass sur-
faces [15] and their morphology is shown in Fig. 1. Figure 1A is a single
footprint on a –NH2 terminated surface. High-resolution imaging
revealed that the adhesive is porous and fibrillar in nature on –NH2

glass with isolated chains and bundles of protein aggregates present
in the network structure of footprints (Fig. 1B) [15].

FIGURE 1 Atomic force microscopy (AFM) micrographs (deflection image)
of cyprid larva footprints deposited on (A) -NH2 chemically functionalized
surfaces. (B) High resolution 3D AFM micrograph of protein adhesive in an
aggregated fibrillar structure (scan size: 1� 1mm and z-range¼ 50nm).
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Despite these recent advances, a quantitative understanding of the
interactions between footprint proteins and surfaces is still lacking.
Here, the interactions between footprint proteins, an �NH2 substra-
tum, and either hydrophobic or hydrophilic AFM tips are discussed.

EXPERIMENTAL

Animals

S. balanoides cyprids were collected by plankton tow from the wild
population at Cullercoats, UK (55.1N, 1.26W) during April 2006
and were stored in 2 l glass containers, at 1 cyprid=mL, filled with arti-
ficial sea water (ASW; Tropic MarinTM, Wartenberg, Germany) at 6�C
prior to use. Feeding was not necessary as cyprids are lecithotrophic.

Chemicals

1-Octadecanethiol, [ODT, CH3(CH2)17SH] and 3-aminopropyl
triethoxysilane (APTES) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich,
Zwijndrecht, The Netherlands. Chemicals were used as received.

Surface Preparation

Glass microscopy cover slips were sonicated in ethanol for 5min and
then immersed in piranha solution (a mixture of concentrated sul-
phuric acid and 33% hydrogen peroxide in a 3:1 ratio) for 15mins.
The surfaces were rinsed with nanopure water and dried under N2.
Amino (NH2)-terminated surfaces were obtained by gas-phase
evaporation of 3-aminopropyl triethoxysilane (APTES) in a desiccator
under vacuum. Surfaces were incubated for several hours and then
carefully rinsed with 99% ethanol and nanopure water. Contact angle
measurements were carried out to characterize the functionalized
surfaces immediately after completion of the silanization. The contact
angle of NH2-functionalized glass was 60�.

Preparation of Functionalized Tips

Triangular-shaped silicon nitride tips [Digital Instruments (DI), Santa
Barbara, CA, USA] were coated with ca. 2 nm Ti and ca. 50 nm Au in
high vacuum (SSENS b.v., Hengelo, NL). The cantilever functionaliza-
tion was carried out as described earlier [54]. Briefly, the tips were
sonicated in ethanol solution and rinsed with excess ethanol and dis-
tilled water. The tips were then incubated overnight in the thiolated
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solution containing 1mM of 1-octadecanethiol. The functionalized
tips were rinsed thoroughly with ethanol and distilled water under a
nitrogen stream. Surface wettability was 107o for the 1-octadeca-
nethiol SAM.

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM)

AFM measurements were carried out using a Dimension D3100
atomic force microscope equipped with a NanoScope IVa controller
and a hybrid scanner (H-153) with x-, y-, z- feedbacks from Veeco
[Veeco=Digital Instruments (DI), Santa Barbara, CA, USA]. Triangular-
shaped silicon nitride cantilevers [Veeco=Digital Instruments (DI),
Santa Barbara, CA, USA] were used throughout the study and canti-
lever spring constants were calibrated using the thermal noise method
[55]. The cantilevers used for acquisition of the present results had a
spring constant range from 0.062 to 0.100Nm. Cyprids were then
deposited onto prepared surfaces by micro-pipette. Surfaces were
mounted in glass Petri dishes prior to experimentation. Typically,
cyprids would attach and begin to explore the surfaces when stimu-
lated by small water currents. Explored areas of the glass were
marked on the base of the cover slip and cyprids were then removed
from the Petri dishes. Surfaces were flushed with a large amount of
filtered ASW to minimize contamination and remained moist by
ASW without exposure to air. Petri dishes were then transferred to
the AFM and the search for footprints (FP) was focused on the marked
regions. Custom programmed software for LABVIEWTM was used
for data analysis throughout to transform the raw data to force-
separation curves according to the method described by Janshoff
et al. [26]. There were a total of 3860 pull-off events detected in 899
force extension curves from footprints on amine terminated glass
(FP-NH2) and 880 events were detected in 295 force-separation curves
for statistical histogram presented in Fig. 2. Different chemically
modified tips were used to measure the adhesion force of footprints
deposited on NH2-glass. All peaks were fitted with Lorentzian
functions.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 3 shows typical force-extension curves obtained from
AFM force measurements of footprints on -NH2 functionalized glass
surfaces using either commercial, untreated Si3N4-tips, or tips featur-
ing an alkanethiol monolayer, terminated by –CH3 functionalities
(CH3-tip hereafter). Force spectroscopy measurements were performed
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FIGURE 2 Histograms of pull-off force, pull-off length, and pull-off force
versus pull-off length correlation plots from footprints found on NH2-SAMs
glass with (A–C) Si3N4--tip and (D–E) CH3-tip. All peaks were fitted with
Lorentzian functions.

FIGURE 3 Representative force-separation curves between (A) FP-NH2 and
Si3N4-tip and (B) CH3-tip. Only retraction cycle is shown in this figure. Note
the difference in the scale of the pull-off force axis. Schematic of (C) Si3N4-
tip and (D) CH3-tip interacted with footprints found on NH2-glass.
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by allowing the AFM tip to contact and subsequently withdraw from
the footprint surface. Force-extension curves (Figs. 3A and 3B) showed
marked differences depending on the tip surface chemistry. In Fig. 3A,
footprint proteins adhered to an untreated Si3N4 AFM tip and pull-off
events were observed in the retraction cycle that rendered a saw-tooth
appearance to the force-extension curve. Representative force curves
consisted of sections of gradually increasing upward slopes as the pro-
tein chains experienced an increasing elongation towards their maxi-
mum extension. Eventually, a sacrificial bond, presumably involved
in maintaining the tertiary structure of the protein, would yield and,
as a consequence, the tension within the stretched chain dropped to a
minimum, manifesting a ‘‘pull-off’’ event in the force-extension curve
[56]. The chain length within the folded proteins unraveled as the
sacrificial bonds were broken, which contributed to an increase in total
extension of the protein. As the piezoelectric scanner was retracted
further from the surface, the tip continued to stretch and unravel
more sacrificial bonds [53]. As the stretching process continued,
distinctive saw-tooth force curves were observed, which are known to
be diagnostic of this type of unfolding behavior [57].

The process of sacrificial bond rupturing continued, presumably
until the last sacrificial bond was broken. The saw-tooth characteristic
was observed in both force extension curves obtained from Si3N4- and
CH3-tips. Figure 3B shows a typical force extension curve collected
from a CH3-tip acting upon FP-NH2 (footprints deposited onto the
�NH2 substratum). For these hydrophobic tips, initially large pull-off
forces were typically observed with a pull-off length of 100–200nm,
prior to the onset of the saw-tooth pattern, with pull-off peaks at much
more moderate forces. The pull-off forces for CH3-tips were consider-
ably larger than for Si3N4-tips, with adhesion forces measuring up
to several nanoNewtons (nN, 10�9N) at the first part of the
force-extension curve. Saw-tooth unfolding behavior then followed with
pull-off forces of several hundreds of picoNewtons (pN, 10�12N). The
force and length recorded for each individual pull-off event (as shown
in Fig. 3A, labels 1–6) were considered as individual pull-off force and
pull-off length events in the subsequent analyses.

In our study, the footprint proteins were freshly secreted by cyprids
with neither additional treatment nor purification. Thus, it is likely
that at least some of the observed stretching events were the result
of bundles of protein aggregates binding to the AFM tip, connected
to each other via sacrificial bonds. In the present context, there-
fore, sacrificial bond refers to all of the possible supramolecular
intra- and intermolecular (non-covalent) bonds within the footprint
material that maintain its conformation in native conditions [51,52].
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The pull-off force measurements from control experiments on
NH2-glass (without footprints) were obtained using a CH3-tip, as well
as a Si3N4-tip. All the force-distance curves showed a single adhesion
pull-off peak in the control experiments. The respective histograms of
the pull-off forces indicated adhesion forces of 1.1� 0.2 and
2.2� 0.4 nN, for Si3N4 and CH3-tips, respectively. This trend is in line
with measurements taken using functionalized tips in water (see
review by Noy et al. [36]). As these single-peaked adhesion-force
curves were observed at very low pull-off lengths (in comparison with
the footprint proteins), it is considered that any effect of the substra-
tum on the present adhesion measurements was negligible. Further,
this technique confirmed that no FP proteins remained on the used
tips after experiments.

Figures 3C and D show the mechanism that is believed to operate
during the stretching of FP proteins with the Si3N4 and CH3-tips,
respectively. For a hydrophilic tip, the nonspecific pull-off forces are
moderate and the pull-off cycle is dominated by the rupturing of
sacrificial bonds. This indicates that relatively few protein strands
adhere to the tip on any one pulling cycle. In contrast, it appears that
adhesion of FP material to the CH3-tip is dominated by strong
hydrophobic interactions, with many proteins adhering to the tip on
initial contact. When the hydrophobic tip approached the FP material,
water was excluded from the interface and protein strands adhered
nonspecifically to the tip. This observation assumes that the confor-
mational change and denaturing of the protein would facilitate
hydrophobic interaction by enhancing contact forces between CH3-
functionalized tips and hydrophobic groups in the footprint molecule
[36,58]. Following the sacrificial rupture model, fibrils remaining
attached to the tip on the retraction cycle unfolded until, eventually,
the weakest link was ruptured and contact between FP proteins and
tip was lost (e.g., label 6 in Fig. 3A).

As shown in Figs. 3(A–B), the FP proteins were anchored securely
to the tip prior to detachment. Hence, individual sacrificial bond
strengths and the interactions between FP proteins and the substra-
tum could be examined. As the pulling process continued, the sacrifi-
cial bonds broke and the chain was stretched further until it finally
detached from the tip (Figs. 3C–D).

Force curves summarizing the nanomechanical properties of
footprint proteins are included in Fig. 2. Figures 2A–C are histograms
of the pull-off force, the pull-off length, and pull-off force versus pull-off
length for FP proteins measured using a Si3N4-tip from FP-NH2.
The pull-off forces required to stretch proteins from FP-NH2 substrates
(Fig. 2A) were broadly distributed around one peak at 0.7 nN. This was
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identified using a single Lorentzian fit. The corresponding pull-off
lengths presented in Fig. 2B showed a narrowly distributed population
with an average length of 40 nm and a very broad population peaked at
�280nm. The force histograms obtained with CH3-tips (Fig. 2D), by
comparison, exhibited a distribution with two Lorentzian peaks with
maxima at 0.9 and 6nN. The high pull-off force peak, in particular,
exhibited a very broad distribution, ranging from 2–8nN. The
histogram of the pull-off length from CH3-tips is shown in Fig. 2E.
Again, a sharp maximum at short pull-off lengths (�40nm) and a broad
distribution centered on 400nm can be observed.

The cross-correlation plots in Figs. 2C and F provided a better
understanding of the behavior of the footprint material under strain.
In a single force cycle, several pull-off events were often observed at
different rupture lengths before the final detachment of the protein
from the tip. In the case of Si3N4-tips (Fig. 2C), rupture forces were
confined to the range 0–2nN, while corresponding pull-off lengths
varied between 0–800nm. This result suggested that for Si3N4-tips,
at least, the force required to extend footprint proteins, or bundles
thereof, was not directly dependent on the potential maximum exten-
sion length of those proteins. The force required for extension was
likely the force required to rupture inter-molecular sacrificial bonds,
which would be consistent anywhere in the strain-cycle, rather than
a result of elastic deformation of the test material. Pull-off events were
most densely clustered at the low end of the 0–800nm x-axis (Fig. 2C).
Both of these observations are supportive of our hypothesis that few
proteins attached to the Si3N4-tips and that their adhesion was also
relatively weak.

Figure 2F shows the correlation with respect to –CH3 functionalized
tips. In this case, two populations were clearly visible—namely, a
horizontal band similar to that observed for the Si3N4-tip (Fig. 3C)
and a separate vertical peak of high force at short pull-off lengths
(up to 10 nN). This second population of high pull-off forces relates
to the high adhesion recorded in some force-cycles with the CH3-tip
(Fig. 3B). The low pull-off forces observed using the CH3-tip (0.9 nN)
were similar to the forces observed using the Si3N4-tip (0.7 nN).
Hence, we ascribe the high recorded forces, present only when the
CH3-tip was used, to nonspecific hydrophobic interactions between
the CH3-tip and the FP material and the lower forces, present when
both tips were used, to the breaking of sacrificial bonds in the FP
material.

The CH3-tip correlation plot (Fig. 2F) showed that high pull-off
force events were mostly concentrated at low pull-off lengths—i.e., on
initial contact=removal of the tip with=from the FP material. The
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average pull-off force observed for the hydrophobic CH3-tip (�6nN)
was approximately one order of magnitude higher than the average
pull-off force for the hydrophilic Si3N4-tip in this situation. Although
the CH3 monolayer was deposited onto a gold substrate on the tip,
and there is potential for specific interactions between gold and
putative disulfide groups in the FP material, these interactions are
unlikely to be responsible for the increased force as the CH3 monolayer
was densely packed and no gold would have been exposed to the
footprint [59].

Our explanation for the improved adhesion to CH3-tips, therefore, is
in the form of simple hydrophobic attraction. If, as is likely, the free
energies of the footprint and the CH3-tip were far below that of
seawater, the seawater at the tip-FP interface would have been
excluded when the two were brought into contact. The surface tension
of the seawater would prevent it from preferentially wetting either of
the two materials and the tip and the footprint would, therefore, be
forced together under pressure from the surrounding medium. Van
der Waals-type forces presumably assist in maintaining the adhesion
[31,36,60–63]. Such a scenario could not occur with the Si3N4-tip as
the difference in free energy between this material and seawater is
much less [65]. –CH3-terminated surfaces in water have previously
been reported to show 10–20 times higher pull-off forces compared
with –CH2OH-terminated surfaces [36,61].

Presumably these observations could have serious implications for
the development of fouling-release coatings where, on the macro-scale,
fouling can be removed more easily from low surface energy materials
[65–68]. However, micro-scale bioadhesion, in this case at least,
appears to be enhanced on low energy materials. The phenomenon
described here could go some way to explaining the paradoxically
successful growth of microalgae and bacteria on low-energy anti-
fouling materials, but could also suggest some disparity between
surfaces to which cyprids and adult barnacles attach most tenaciously.

A hydrophobic adhesive material would have numerous benefits
over a hydrophilic one for use in an aqueous medium. Not least is that
it would be less likely to be dissolved by the surrounding seawater and
that it could serve as an effective water-excluder, allowing interaction
between the cuticular villi on the base of the cyprid attachment disc
with the surface as proposed by Phang et al. [15]. It is possible, there-
fore, that cyprids do in fact adhere to surfaces in a similar way to flies
and some other insects [69], despite being surrounded by water, and
this provides a direction for future research into biomimetic under-
water adhesives [7,70]. This study has demonstrated that the footprint
material of cyprids of S. balanoides has greater affinity to hydrophobic
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surfaces, contrary to what is understood of the adhesives of adults of
this species—although there remains the possibility of inter-species
variability in this regard. It is unlikely that evolution would craft a
sessile organism whose two life stages required different substratum
characteristics for maximal adhesion, so this again supports the
hypothesis that the FP material is not an adhesive per se, but that it
contributes to a more complex adhesive system. It is entirely possible
that the temporary adhesive system of cyprids, taken in its entirety,
may manifest stronger attachment to high-energy surfaces, as might
be expected, although this remains to be investigated thoroughly.

CONCLUSIONS

The mechanical behavior of barnacle cyprid (Semibalanus balanoides)
footprint proteins was probed using AFM tips with specific chemis-
tries. Footprints deposited onto NH2-terminated glass were imaged
and tensile-tested in situ by AFM. Data from footprints probed with
a –CH3 tip were clearly bimodal in terms of pull-off force (Fig. 3D)
and it is concluded that the cluster of data points at higher force repre-
sented hydrophobic adhesion of proteins to the tip at the footprint
surface. The points at lower force were likely to be related to
the unfolding of the tertiary structure of the proteins and breaking
of sacrificial bonds. Only the latter group was present when a Si3N4-
tip was used.

We explain this as follows. When the tip (with either chemistry) was
brought into contact with the FP surface, FP proteins adhered to it. On
retraction, more proteins adhered to the –CH3 tip than to the Si3N4-
tip, manifesting a peak in pull-off force close to the FP surface when
the –CH3 tip was used. This force was the result of a combination of
numerous attached proteins. As the retraction cycle commenced, pro-
teins detached from the –CH3 tip, resulting in single or a few proteins
unfolding and finally detaching from the tip at maximum extension.
For Si3N4, few proteins adhered to the tip while it was in contact with
the FP surface and, therefore, no ‘‘breakaway’’ peak was observed,
only the unfolding and detachment of single=few protein chains as
for –CH3. Correlation plots (Fig. 2C and F) confirmed that the high
force measurements for the –CH3 tip all occurred at low pull-off
length, suggesting that multiple proteins were sticking to the tip
simultaneously when it was brought into contact with the footprint
surface. This did not occur with the Si3N4-tip. Footprint proteins, in
an aqueous medium, therefore, had a greater affinity to the –CH3

tip than to the Si3N4-tip and this can only be easily explained if the
footprint protein is predominantly hydrophobic.
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